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WE LIVE IN RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THE MEDIA 



FROM USER PROTECTION TO USER EMPOWERMENT 



Renee Hobbs 

Digital and Media Literacy Plan of Action                                                    

“A CONSTELLATION OF LIFE SKILLS THAT ARE 

NECESSARY FOR FULL PARTICIPATION IN OUR 

MEDIA-SATURATED, INFORMATION-RICH 
SOCIETY.“  



MIL Competencies: 

1. Access Media and information: technical skills for accessing suitable media and 
information sources,  

 
1. Use media and information: ability to encode and decode content.  
 
1. Analyse and Evaluate. Ability in comprehending messages and using critical 

thinking to judge the message quality, Accuracy, Credibility, Objectivity while 
considering potential effects or consequences of messages. 

 
1. Create media messages.  Composing or generating content with awareness of 

purpose, audience and composition techniques;  
 
1. Reflect on oneself social responsibility  
 
1. Be an active citizens to contribute to social changes, working individually and 

collaboratively to share knowledge, using the power of communication and 
information to address problems  and participate  as a member of a community at 
local, regional, national and international levels.. 



 easel.ly.  

https://www.easel.ly/ 

http://easel.ly
https://www.easel.ly/


Camera technique 
Types of shots 



ONE SHOT  

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1kgE2uz16sncM9iXt36-qgaMFrf-Z01Yz/view


BUILDING BLOCKS 



             Types of Shots  



EXTREME LONG AND WIDE SHOT   



LONG AND WIDE SHOT  



MID SHOT  



CLOSE UP  



MEDIUM  LONG SHOT  



EXTREME CLOSE UP  



CUT IN   



Over the shoulder 



SHOT SIZE  
&  

CREATIVE WRITING  

 
 
Medium shot: write a sentence which start with a word ending in “ing” or “ed”.  Extreme long shot: Write a short paragraph with a few sentences:  

 
-one sentence could describe the scene, the settings and introduce the character. 
-the other sentence might include three distinct elements of action/description.  

 
Close up: create a possessive pronoun sentence starter or create a descriptive adverb 
sentence starter. 



Camera Positions 



TOP SHOT/BIRD’S EYE VIEW  



WORM’S EYE VIEW 



LOW ANGLE   



HIGH ANGLE   



EYE LEVEL  



TRACKING  

CAMERA MOVEMENTS  

CRANE   

STEADYCAM    



 

             

SOUND  
   

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1u4bmV0ZlsBCvfAT7pRIDm7Hk_olQi1Hs
https://drive.google.com/open?id=145xyHLr7sgtk5KBnr3b2VN-QWug7P0w2


How sound design your life  

https://vimeo.com/142489449


SETTING  



https://youtu.be/geG8E_ocYDY


PLOT 
STRUCTURE 

https://youtu.be/geG8E_ocYDY


THINK 



SCREENPLAY  



SCREENPLAY  



THANK YOU!!  

 
 
This presentation is done with the help of Associazione 
Jump GioventuinriSalto 

Special thanks to Romina Mazzotta 



Disclaimer: The European Commission support for the production of this publication does not constitute an 
endorsement of the contents which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be 
held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. 


